Synopsis

Become your own home decorator! Feng Shui your way to harmony and balance! Feng Shui is very well known for its sophisticated purpose. Many people actually depend on Feng Shui to keep their home in perfect harmony. However, not many really understand and know how to exactly practice Feng Shui. Feng Shui allows humans to interact with their environment to achieve specific life enhancement. And who doesn’t want that? Everything we do is motivated by our choice to improve, and if we can do that at home and our environment, then why not?! This book will help you through learning the art of placement. Mastering this art will greatly determine one’s life experience at a different level. It also cultivates your relationship with your environment, creating a balance for both entities, therefore bridging the gap between you and your surroundings. This book provides detailed information that you need to know in order to jump-start your journey to Feng Shui. Every process that will assist you in every way is found in this book.
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Customer Reviews

I do truly believe in Feng Shui. I believe you need harmony for happiness, wealth, and to prosper. I never knew how to start though. This book has really gave me some great ideas about how to get started getting my life on the right track by using feng shui. I already started trying to rearrange my living room the get a positive flow. It will take time and practice but if you use the advice in this book you will be able to master feng shui and bring some peace and harmony into your life. I believe it
also brings beauty and light into your life also. I received this book at a discount for an honest review. I recommend it for anyone needing a change for the better in there life.

There are at least a dozen books about feng shui on my book case. The ideas I got from this book have been some of the best ones I have ever acquired on the must-know Feng Shui basics. I find this book very clear in explaining the things that must be understood about Feng Shui and how they can give anyone the perks that they are looking for. I particularly liked and learned from the chapter that explained the importance of knowing and understanding the Feng Shui colors. This book is well written and contains useful information which can benefit us. As the book say "Persistence is the key to success". Nothing is easy in this world. Strive hard and you will be rewarded. This is an awesome book I just loved it.

Feng shui is very popular nowadays. The Chinese are the one who introduced this to us. Feng Shui is defined as a philosophical system of harmonizing everyone with surrounding environment. This book will provide you a better understanding about the history of feng shui, the concepts that brought together the feng shui, and how you can utilize the elements of life for your benefit. There are also chapters that deal with specific health benefits of feng shui like stress relief. The book will also help you get started with feng shui and use the resources around you in the best way possible. What I like about this book are the tips and strategies for the purse. It provides a simple and clear explanation on how you can apply and receive the benefits that you deserve. Now for you to achieve the prosperity, apply what you gave learn from this book, believe in what your doing, don't lose hope and always be positive.

This book will help you understand and know more about Feng Shiu. You will be able to know its meaning and how it will help you welcoming luck in your house. The book will explains you the 5 elements of Feng shui and learn how you will put your charms in place to have the luck and release the bad vibes in your house or in your business.

I am new to Feng Shui and this book has been very helpful. My understanding of it has gotten deeper through this book. The author was really good at explaining things and making them clear to understand. One thing that made me love Feng Shui is that it is environmentally friendly. Aside from helping you, it also takes care of the surroundings which is a win-win situation. It has given me a fresh new perspective. My favorite part in the book is about decluttering and giving away stuffs you
won’t be needing. What a relief that would be. Knowing the right ways to do for positivity, I will be applying them to my life and share this to other people. This is now my go-to reference. Feng Shui can be practiced by anyone. I recommend this to someone who wants to attract positivity and also who is into Feng Shui. The book has everything about the topic from Feng Shui for houses to offices.

Great introduction to Feng shui! I have recently been introduced to feng shui by a friend and decided to learn more about it and this book provides great detail towards it. This is one of the best book on this subject and I definitely recommend this to all who are new to this philosophy!

The ancient practice of Feng Shui... You wouldn't think that it would have any significant impact on your life but trust me - it does. I’ve always felt that there’s something wrong with my room. I didn’t know what it was until I started researching about this topic. Then I stumbled upon this book and I must say that it’s probably the best one out there. This book teaches the art of Feng Shui - everything we need to know about. Starting from all of the 5 elements and ending with exact furniture placement in your office, bedroom, kitchen etc. A foundational practice for a happier life.

I’ve heard a lot about Feng Shui and I want my home to be more inviting by rearranging and redecorating my home using Feng Shui expertise. Through this book I’ve learned mostly what this famous concept is in line with maintaining the balance within the home and its immediate surroundings. The 5 elements, universal energy and Yin Yang theory was discussed along with the Feng Shui basic that should be incorporated in our home. I even understand more the theories that lies behind Chinese symbols that I’ve seen in most homes that practice Feng Shui like the flowers, buddha, colors, birds and so many other things related to Feng Shui. There are also a lot of useful tips and suggestion following Feng Shui rules which I’ve done in some various areas of my home, having done this I hope to invite more good vibes more positivity in my family life. Overall this is a great source of information in redesigning my home. Ill surely recommend this to my friends.
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